College of Natural Sciences Approved Foreign Culture Courses for Summer 2014

Note: Courses may have prerequisites and restrictions. Make sure to check for these prior to registration.

Some courses are cross-listed in other departments. These cross-listings are indicated in the parentheses following the courses in the list. If a course is “full” under one department, there may be openings in the cross-listed section.

AFRICA
AFR 372G CREOLE LANGS & THEIR SPEAKERS (E 364D, LIN 350)
AFR 374C APARTHEID: SOUTH AFRICAN HIST (HIS 364G, WGS 340)
AFR 374E AFRO-CARIBBEAN POL/CUL-NIC (GOV 365N, LAS 337M, WGS 340)

AMERICAN SIGN
CSD 313L HEARING SCIENCE-WB
ASL 336 INTRO TO SIGN INTERPRETING

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
ANT 662 FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY-BLZ
LAS 322 SOCIOCUL INFLUENCES LEARN-GUA (ALD 327)
LAS 324L GLOBAL INDIGENOUS ISSUES (ANT 324L)
LAS 324L 14-POL OF RACE/VIOLENC BRAZIL
LAS 330 3-GEOGRAPHY OF SO AMERICA-ARG (GRG 323K)
LAS 337M AFRO-CARIBBEAN POL/CUL-NIC (AFR 374E, GOV 365M, WGS 340)
LAS 355 1-DEV PROBS/POLS IN LATIN AMER (ECO 355, URB 351 1)
LAS 370S 3-CIVILIZATION OF SPANISH AMER (SPN 322K)
N 354 SPANISH FOR HLTH CARE PROFESNL
SPN 345L INTRO TO HISPANIC LINGUISTICS
SPN 375 NEW CURRENTS IN STHRN CONE LIT

IBERIA (Spain and Portugal)
*NOTE: Due to the limited availability of course offerings in this area, courses from Iberia list and the Central and South America list may be freely combined without prior permission from the college.

CHINA
N/A

FRANCE
F C 340M CONTINU/CHNG IN MOD FRANCE-FRA (EUS 340M)

GERMANY & SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
EUS 346 INTRODUCTION TO THE HOLOCAUST (HIS 362G, J S 364, REE 335)
EUS 356 GERMANY & EUROPE SNC 1945-GER
GRG 327E 7-GERMAN CULTURAL HISTORY-GER
SCA 327 9-FILMS OF INGMAR BERGMAN (C L 323, EUS 347)

GREECE
C C 301 INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT GREECE (CTI 310)

ITALY
ARH 374 ART & EXPER IN CENT ITALY-ITA
ITC 349 ITALIAN RENAISSANCE (EUS 347)
ITC 349 ROME: WORDS/IMAGES/MUSIC-ITA

JAPAN
ANS 341M IMPERIAL JAPAN (HIS 341M)

KOREA
N/A

LATIN (ROMAN)
C C 302 INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT ROME (CTI 310)

MIDDLE EAST
C C 348 11-ANCIENT EGYPT
MES 301K INTRO M EAST: REL/CUL/HIST FND (HIS 306K, R S 314)
MES 301L INTRO M EAST: ADJ/CHG MOD TM (GOV 314 3, HIS 306N 5)
MES 341 SUICIDE TERRORISM (GOV 365N)
MES 341 5-ARAB-ISRAELI POLITICS (GOV 320L)
MES 342 ABRAHAM & ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS (J S 363, MEL 321, R S 353)
MES 342 MINORITIES IN ISRAEL (J S 365, MEL 321)
MES 343 1-MODERN EGYPT: A HISTORY (HIS 334E, ISL 373 5)

RUSSIA & SLAVIC COUNTRIES
CZ 301K MAGIC AND POWER IN PRAGUE (HIS 306N, REE 302, R S 306)
CZ 324 COMMUNIST COUNTERCULTURES (REE 325)
EUS 346 INTRODUCTION TO THE HOLOCAUST (HIS 362G, J S 364, REE 335)
EUS S347 CZ UNDGRNRD ART MVMNTS 1968-89
RUS 330 RUSSIAN MYTHS AND FOLK TALES (ANT 325L, C L 323, REE 325)
RUS 356 LITERATURE & DISSENT IN RUSSIA (C L 323, REE 325)

SOUTH ASIA
N/A